A Home for the Community: Facilities Rental

The Niagara Arts and Cultural Center has a variety of spaces available for rental to individuals and groups. Please inquire about rates and availability for studio spaces, gallery exhibits, theater productions, theater presentations, sound stage production, meeting spaces, or gathering spaces.

1201 Pine Avenue
Niagara Falls, NY 14301
info@thenacc.org
716-282-7530
www.thenacc.org

Our vision is to embrace the cultural heritage of the past, present, and future as an accessible, extraordinary multi-arts and cultural center.

The Niagara Arts and Cultural Center is at home in the former Niagara Falls High School building centrally located in Niagara Falls, NY. The NACC is a not-for-profit arts and cultural organization dedicated to protecting the landmark building, preserving cultural heritage, and promoting arts and cultural experiences.

As a model for historic preservation, The NACC helps preserve the legacy of the city and its people. Shared goals and adherence to the City of Niagara Falls Strategic Master plan has made planning, sustainability, and community revitalization through the arts a priority for us.

Home is Where The Art is...
Our Home in the Former Niagara Falls High School Building

A local, state, and national historic site, The NACC is designated as a Multi-Arts Center by the New York State Council of the Arts, serving diverse populations. As a community anchor in Niagara Falls, The NACC works with the city in its holistic approach to community revitalization. Many people take pride in our building—volunteers, alumni, resident artists, and community members. With the ongoing support of the community, The NACC’s success belongs to all of us.

Home to Artists, Arts Groups and Cultural Organizations

By our third year all available classrooms had been rented as newly designated studio spaces, and we have a continuous waiting list. Whether with classes, workshops, gallery exhibits, or theater performances, artists are making lasting friendships and unique collaborations. There are so many artists in the area who are eager to have affordable studios and to be involved. That dream becomes a reality at The NACC.


Home to Galleries, Theaters and Sound Stage

The Main Gallery hosts six exhibits each year for both The NACC itself and outside groups. The Garden Gallery hosts individual artist exhibits.

Two theaters are available. Our resident theater group produces four plays each year in the Woodbox Theater. The Grand Theater is ideal for some community uses.

The 8,000 square foot gym is designated as a Sound Stage by the film industry opening the way for The NACC to be a desired destination in the movie industry.

Another Home for Children Who are Safe at The NACC

The NACC is committed to building on its events and programs for young people in the community. There are many opportunities to participate in the fine and performing arts not available elsewhere in the area. We know that the arts can be a powerful tool for social change, and that creative children are innovative citizens. Young people have a safe building where their talents and confidences can be developed.

Our vast lawns are public green spaces used for picnics, recreation, camps and concerts.

Our community garden, once a vacant lot on Walnut Avenue, is now a “living classroom.”